In this article, we describe Kinoshita's macroeconomic scheme that is Thetical economics and Antithetical economics on four economic phases. Especially, we focus on transitions among the phases. Four economic phases are Thetical economy, Bubble economy, Bubble collapse economy, and Antithetical economy. We give important roles in the description to bubbles. Occurrence and collapse of bubble cause the transitions of economic phases. So explanations of detailed mechanisms of the bubbles are in the article. We try to show them by varying of the consumption propensity.
Introduction
Our study stands on reflect on capitalistic country's past, especially recessions of the United States and Japan.
Keynes constructed his economics to analyze and to overcome the great recession of United States in 1930's. People thought that efficiency of markets makes them be prosperity. But many unemployed people remained in actual markets. Keynes researched why Adam Smith's the hand of God does not work, and he found the inefficiency in labor markets of United States with his macroeconomic research scheme. Throughout his study, he produced modern tools for macroeconomics: macroeconomic models and effective demands. By fruit of his study, we obtain validations to controlling markets. Controlling by government of the United States actually overcame the recession.
Although we had wisdom and tools for controlling markets, we have got a recession again; the Heisei recession in Japan has begun. The recession gives Japan lost twenty or lost thirty years since 1990's. Japanese government has taken many acts of fiscal stimulus based on macroeconomics. But Japanese economy is still in the recession.
Meanwhile, next recession has attacked the global economy since 2008. Sub-prime loan problem in the United States caused the recession, and the recession has been affecting to the world. Countries have faced to serious situations which could have threatened its existence by the worldwide crisis. Of cause, the countries have taken measures to avoid the recession. People now have communication technologies and can obtain information of the whole world. Moreover, the countries have shared experience of Japanese recession. But their measures do not work.
Why they still fall in traps? Is there are lacks of macroeconomics? Kinoshita found the reason through his research for bubble economies, and he stated that lack of macroeconomics does not cause the recession. He pointed out that we cannot overcome the recession because we do not know existence of two economics: Thetical economics and Antithetical economics. There are two economics in the markets and we have to use them corresponding economic phases. If we ignore them, then we cannot predict that our economic analyses or market controls will work well or will not. In 1930's, Keynes' approach, which is acts on Antithetical economics, worked well because the United States was in an economic phase which suitable for Antithetical economics. And in economic expansion after World War II, monetary policy, which is act on Thetical economics, worked well because the world in an economic phase suitable for Thetical economics. But now, the countries adopt acts of Thetical economics, although they are in an economic phase suitable for Antithetical economics.
In this article, we first describe what Kinoshita's scheme of macroeconomics is. The scheme consists of two economics: Thetical economics and Antithetical economics. Each economics has suitable economic phases in which the economics is valid. These economic phases construct economic cycles and we have to use Thetical economics and Antithetical economics alternately. Next, we describe what the economics phases are and analyses on their inflection points. A trigger of drastically change of economic phases is occurrence of bubble economy and its collapse in Kinoshita's model. Last, we describe a mechanism of how bubbleoccurs and how it collapses, and what is the trigger.
Thetical Economics and Antithetical Economics on Four Economic Phases
Kinoshita had his insight into gaps between markets in macroeconomics and actual markets. He fills the gaps with representing markets as economic phases. At first, he built two economic phases: Thetical economy, and Antithetical economy. They are, easy to say, markets' states which are in prosperity and are in recession respectively. His unique idea is that he represents rationalities of economic agents on each economic phase and he uses OR's linear programming techniques for its mathematical expressions. Rationalities are micro model of macroeconomics. In macroeconomics, researchers assume that economic agents' actions are rational and the rationality is expressed in any sentences. Kinoshita gives the concrete models of them by providing mathematical formulae. So he rearranges economic theories and policies into two economic phases and clarifies when they are valid. They are arranged into table, and their dualities arise (see Table 1 ).
A term "economics" is a set of theories or policies for economy. Kinoshita rearranges theories of economics. A set of theories that are valid and work well in Thetical economy is Thetical economics. A set of theories that are valid and work well in Antithetical economy is Antithetical economics.
To describe mechanisms of more abnormal state in economies, which is bubble, Kinoshita prepares two economic phases: Bubble economy and Bubble collapse economy. So there are four economic phases in Kinoshita's economic scheme. A cycle of economy is a sequence of the four economic phases, which are Savings will be investments. Savings will not be invested.
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Thetical economy, Bubble economy, Bubble collapse economy, and Antithetical economy.He claims that bubbles play important roles in all macroeconomic cycles. So his macroeconomics has detailed analyses of mechanisms of transitions from Bubble economy to Bubble collapse economy.
A Model of Rationalities of Economic Agents
Economics' researchers are modeling economic agents. Economic agents are nation people, corporations, or governments. Accumulations of their activities construct macroeconomic indices.
Researchers model these agents as objects that have well-disciplined, act rationally, and they can obtain all information of markets. Of course, the model is quite unrealistic, but macroeconomics stands on the model. We cannot understand any economic statistics or its observations without the model.
Kinoshita modeled a rationality of economic agents using representations of OR's linear programing. He refers to his model as "managements."In this article, we refer to the model as micro model.
In Thetical economy, a rationality of a corporation is represented as
Where is a set of products which are made by the corporation,and is a set of items which are materials of products or accounting subjects when the corporation produces its product.In other words, the corporation consumes items of , and produces products of . is an amount of a product of the corporation, is profit of one unit of the product .
is an amount of the item , the corporation needs the amount of when the corporation produces the product .
is limit of debt for an accounting subject .A cost of producing a product is (3) The sum of the term ∑ in the Eq. (1) for all corporations is the gross domestic product , which equals tothe supply, in macroeconomics.While the term ∑ in the Eq. (2) is classified into the consumption or into the investment .The classification depends on kinds of the corporation and kinds of the accounting subjects of .
In Antithetical economy, a rationality of a corporation is represented as
Where is a mortgage rate or an interest rate of an accounting subject .
Three Inflection Points on Four Economic Phases
Now, we describe below in detail of three inflection points of transitions of economics phases. The consumption propensity, which is denoted in in this article, plays an important rolein our descriptions.
In studies of macroeconomics, the variable is often treated as an exogenous variable.In this article, we assume the variable is an endogenous variable, and we describe inflection points with varying the variable.
Structures of the variable have been analyzed by researchers who study consumption functions or preference functions. There are many concrete models of consumption functions, and there are many procedures to detect preference functions of individuals. We put a simplest assumption that there is a special level in a market. And the consumption propensity depends on the rate of the supply to the level.Closing the supply to the level increases the consumption propensity.
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(1) From Thetical economy to Bubble economy We describe the first inflection point which is transition from Thetical economy to Bubble economy.
The supply creates demands in Thetical economy. , Under the Antithetical economy, the micro model is the Eq. (4) with the Eq. (5).Corporations do not try to enlarge their profits. They want to clear their debts. These settlements of their debts are swaps debts of corporations for credits of banks. With a macro view, the exchange does not increase the supply .
Under Antithetical economy, we can represent the supply of macroeconomics as
Even if is sufficiently large, (constant) (13) The micro model is modified as
In other words, corporations make effort to optimize their production activities in Antithetical economy.
A Mechanism of Bursting of Bubbles
To describe mechanisms of bursting of bubble concretely, we express economic phases in 2-dimenssional -space. Thetical economy is a set of points in -space:
T , | and (17) Antithetical economy is a set of points inspace:
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A , | and (18) Elements of these subsets are affected by whose supply is equal to an economic equilibrium point, or a full employment income. In the simple model of macroeconomics, Thetical economy and Antithetical economy are represented by two triangle areas shown inspace (see Fig. 1 ). In the figure, denotes gross domestic We explain a mechanism of the bubble bursting shown by the simple model of macroeconomics through variations of consumption propensity . If a state is in Thetical economy, in the simple model of macroeconomics, we obtain arelationship:
Now, we deduce as follows:
Thus, we can describe a mechanism of the bubble bursting through the behavior of exogenous variable : ① first, an economy of real world is demonstrated in a Thetical economy; ② the consumption propensity increases and comes close to 1, and the state is in Bubble economy; ③ the consumption propensity surpasses 1, resulting in bubble bursting ( 0 0); and ④ the value is sharply down, and an economy of real world be in Antithetical economy. In our definition, Bubble economy is different from economic growth. A concept of economic growth based on the simple model of macroeconomics is demonstrated in Fig. 3 . When the investment increases (Δ ), the equilibrium point moves from to ; that is the expanded equilibrium. And the investment increases to , then the economic equilibrium point moves to
. As a result, the economy expands more, which is accompanied by an increase in consumption. Fig. 5 . If the consumption coefficient is 1.1, for instance, in the simple model, it turns out to be as follows:
(26) 1.1 (27) The solution for the simultaneous equations is as follows:
10 (28) It means that when consumption coefficient grows larger than 1, and corporate capital expenditure increases by a unit ∆ , the economic equilibrium point falls sharply, and the bubble bursts as shown in Fig. 5 . The economic equilibrium point moves from to in this case. Once people come to recognize this downturn, they tend to refrain from economic activities, which include not only speculation but also consumption. As a result, the overall consumption of the economy shrinks back, and the consumption coefficient marks less than 1.
After the collapse of a bubble economy, consumption activities return to normal. As a result, however, the economy suffers a great lack of demand as shown in Fig. 6 . We define this state "collapse of a bubble economy" as is shown in section three, in which we described the bubble bursting.
As shown in Fig. 5 , private-sector demand for capital falls sharply. Companies stay away from capital expenditure because investment efficiency goes down to dire levels. In other words, because the value of assets purchased on credit during the bubble period collapses, the efficiency of investment drops below the market interest rate for corporations with debt. As a result, companies discontinue investing in facilities, and shift their business priorities from profit maximization to debt minimization. Meanwhile, due to low investment efficiency, companies stop borrowing money from banks to make investments. Instead, they become intent on paying down debt. As a result, money is tucked away in the banking system. 
Conclusions
Each theory of macroeconomics has its suitable situations. Using it in wrong time makes markets confusion. In actual markets, it is not clear which policy we have to adopt and which theory is valid in their states.
In this article, we rearrange theories and policies of economics into two macroeconomics and we simplify markets' state into four phases. A unique point of the scheme is that bubble and its crash play very important roles of transitions among the phases. Then it has detailed mechanism of occurrence and collapse of bubbles. In the mechanism, we choose the consumption propensity and we describe transitions of economic phases by using the value. That is a unique point of our study, too.
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The scheme, Thetical economy and Antithetical economy on four economic phases, are concise and too abstract in macroeconomic view, while they have concrete micro models as economic agents' rationalities. So we can discuss markets in higher abstract levelswhich supported by concrete analyses of the markets.
